EQUIBASE

GULFSTREAM PARK - April 13, 2019 - Race 12

MAIDEN SPECIAL WEIGHT - Thoroughbred

FOR MAIDENS, FILLIES THREE YEARS OLD, Weight, 120 lbs. (Preference To Horses That Have Not Started For Less Than $30,000 In Their Last 3 Starts). (If deemed advisable to run this race over the turf course, it will be run on the main track at One Mile and One Sixteenth) (Rail at 96 feet).

One And One Sixteenth Miles On The Turf  Track Record: (Inchcape - 1:38.10 - March 7, 2015)

Purse: $47,000

Includes: $7,000 FHBA-FOA - FHBA Florida Owners Awards

Available Money: $49,800

Value of Race: $42,800 1st $24,000, 2nd $7,600, 3rd $3,600, 4th $1,600, 5th $750, 6th $750, 7th $750, 8th $750, 9th $750, 10th $750, 11th $750, 12th $750

Weather: Clear  Track: Firm

Off at: 6:34 Start: Good for all

---

Last Raced  Pgm  Horse Name (Jockey)  Wgt M/E  PP  Start  1/4  1/2  3/4  Str  Fin  Odds  Comments
---

17Feb19  5  GP2  1  DO-Dynapass (Vasquez, Miguel)  120 L 12  2  1/2  3  1  1  1/2  1/1  1  1  1  1/4  8.00  press. took lead tr.dr
2Mar19  3  GP2  6  Call to Victory (Rendon, Jairo)  120 L 6  4  4  1  4  1  1  2  1  4  1  3/1  6.10  ugd tr.3ph, bumped late
...

---

Fractional Times: 26.41  49.37  1:13.02  1:36.02  Final Time: 1:42.02

Split Times: 25 (24.76)  23 (23.65)  6 (6.00)

Run-Up: 193 feet Temporary Rail: 96 feet

Winner: Valiance, Gray or Roan Filly, by Tapit out of Last Full Measure, by Empire Maker. Foaled Mar 21, 2016 in Kentucky.

Bredere: China Horse Club International Limited.

Winning Owner: Eclipse Thoroughbred Partners, Martin S. Schwartz, and China Horse Club International Ltd.

Disqualification(s): #1 Dyna Passer from 2 to 3

Scratched Horse(s): Elite Appeal (Also-Eligible), Sweeter Than Wine (Main-Track-Only), Triumphant (Main-Track-Only)

Total WPS Pool: $317,560

Pgm Horse  Win  Place  Show  Wager Type  Winning Numbers  Payoff  Pool  Carryover
12 Valiance  18.00  7.60  4.80  $1.00 Exacta  12-6  73.60  249,906
6 Call to Victory  7.40  4.40  3.00  $0.50 Trifecta  12-6-1  140.75  151,116
1 Dyna Passer  7.40  4.40  3.00  $0.50 Pick 3  4-1-6-12 (3 correct)  38.20  44,408
...

Past Performance Running Line Preview

Pgm Horse Name  Start  1/4  1/2  3/4  Str  Fin
12 Valiance  2  21/2  1  1  1  1  1/4
1 Dyna Passer  5  31/2  3  3  1  2  11/4
6 Call to Victory  4  42  4  4  3  2  3/4
...

Trainers: 12 - Fletcher, Todd; 1 - Albertareni, Thomas; 6 - Walsh, Brendan; 4 - Thomas, Jonathan; 2 - Weaver, George; 11 - Mott, William; 8 - Avila, Juan

Owners: Eclipse Thoroughbred Partners, Martin S. Schwartz, and China Horse Club International Ltd.; 1 - Woodslane Farm; 6 - Clarke, Harvey A., Braverman, Paul, and Murray, Terrence; 4 - Augustin Stable; 2 - Bona Venture Stables; 11 - WinStar Stabimeates Racing LLC; 8 - JCA Racing Stable LLC; 3 - Steven Dowski; 10 - Michael J. Ryan; 9 - Vincent Tew; 5 - David Gruskos; 7 - Vicente Perez;

Footnotes

VALANCE quick into stride at start and angled in from outside position to race two wide in first turn, applied pace pressure to A FERA through stretch
then moved forward and took lead in final turn, set down driving two wide in stretch and held clear. DYNA PASSER stalked along inside through backstretch, came under a ride racing two wide in far turn, continued in pursuit for leader in stretch, came under left handed urging, came out and bumped into CALL TO VICTORY then kept on. CALL TO VICTORY stalked the pace through backstretch, hustled up two to three wide in final turn, kept on with response in stretch then got bumped off stride when DYNA PASSER came out late. TO A FRIEND was allowed to settle and saved ground through backstretch, hustled up inside then two wide in final turn, roused for more in stretch then forced to shift wider late and kept on with interest. CLADDAGH'S RUN raced near mid-pack to final turn then hustled up two wide, switched out path and kept under drive upper stretch then flattened out. DANCENSING rated near mid-pack through backstretch, made three wide bid near three eighths pole, raced wide into stretch and lacked late kick. LA AUSTRALIANA raced off the pace, urged five wide through far turn then raced wide in stretch and passed tiring foes. GREAT SISTER DIANE was unhurried and saved ground to final turn, angled out turning for home then under ride racing two to three wide to no avail. FINAL ADVENTURE bumped side of gate on way out, rated off early pace, hustled up two to three wide in final turn but failed to kick on. A FERA lost some footing at start then quick into stride and held narrow lead in first turn, set pressured pace through backstretch, collared by eventual winner in far turn then weakened. LIFE IN FLASH raced off the pace, under a ride along inside in far turn but failed to kick on. SASSIFLEET raced in the back along outside then raced near inside in stretch run without gaining. THE RIDER OF #6 CALL TO VICTORY LODGED CLAIM OF FOUL AGAINST #1 DYNA PASSER FOR INTERFERENCE IN STRETCH, STEWARDS ALLOWED CLAIM AND DISQUALIFIED #1 DYNA PASSER FROM SECOND AND PLACED THIRD

Denotes a Keeneland Sales Graduate
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